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he world has turned upside down.
The human world, that is. In
nature, well, it is
business as usual.
Here in the park,
birds are
still building
American Crow
(Corvus brachyrhynchos)
nests, tiny tree
frogs are still loudly croaking “ribbit,”
snakes are still emerging from brumation,
and wildflowers are still blooming. The tide is still
coming in and going out, the rain is still
falling (what a treat that has been,) and
alternatively, of course, the sun is still
shining in southern California. There is now, and has always
been, beauty in the simplicity of nature. Perhaps during
this extraordinary time of uncertainty when our human
world is on hiatus we will commune more with the
natural world and reap Mother Nature’s considerable
benefits.
American Crows are still congregating by the tens of
thousands each night to sleep in their communal sleeping
quarters in a canyon near Saddleback College. I‘ve been
privy to this dramatic phenomenon for years, but finally
decided to observe the “coming-home-to-roost” mindblowing ritual for myself. Many people don’t like crows
– they caw loudly and rather obnoxiously at the break
of dawn, steal food from our lunch bags, and have
an ominous aura. But crows are super smart, are
inquisitive, can solve problems, are highly adaptive,
and are mischievous too (think lunch bags.) A few
weeks back our interpretive team camped out by
the college tennis courts just before sunset to see the
crows flying in for the night. We watched as they flew high
and low and over our head from all directions.
We must have seen several thousand (and heard
them too,) but sometimes these communal
roosts can house upwards of 20,000 (I did
read a million + somewhere, but that seems
awfully extreme.) American Crows are highly
social birds, rarely seen alone and in addition to roosting
Lupine
and foraging in numbers, often stay together in

(Lupinus albifrons)

year-round family groups that
consist of the breeding pair,
their more recent offspring, and
the new born chicks. For the
Saddleback College flock, Crows.
net said it best: “The crows begin
arriving about 4:30 from all directions. Over the
next 20ish minutes, they arrive in the thousands.
Their cawing is thunderous. They’re in every tree,
parking lot and field. Just a black blanket. They stay on
the ground for 5-8 minutes, then they all
fly off in the same direction. It’s an amazing
sight.” Truly, it is, and well worth the trip.
Wildflowers are still blooming and after all this rain, we can
expect a cornucopia of color in both the backcountry and
along the coastal bluffs. Before these recent rains such lovely
bloomers as Chaparral Sweet Pea, Blue Toadflax, Fuchsiaflowered Gooseberry and California Toothwort aka
Milkmaids (an early winter delight that leads the way
for the season’s wildflowers,) were already peaking
out along the trail. Without any rain in the month
of February I feared our spring wildflower season
would be otherwise a bit dismal, but with
these late winter rains, we can almost
assuredly expect a bounty of beauties to
line our trails. Even without a repeat of
the spectacular super bloom of 2019 we
know we will see, for sure, an abundance
of colored botanicals including carpets of
Bush Sunflower and Common Fiddleneck and
a scattering of annual blooms like lavender
lupines, Indian Paintbrush, and Blue-eyed
Grass. How can I be so irrefutably certain…
because bouquets of these wildflowers are
already plentiful. It’s my favorite season to walk
in the park.
Insect eggs are still hatching on their host
plants.
Last week I noticed hundreds of tiny
Trude Hurd
metallic greenish-gold caterpillar-looking insects
that I had never once noticed before. According to Bug Bob,
“these little native beetles seem to be cyclic and disappear
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during drought.” Well drought year or rainy year I don’t recall
seeing such an abundant gathering of these members of the
Trirhabda genus and these larvae were pervasive on California
Sagebrush throughout the park. Maybe I haven’t noticed
these leaf eater
beetles before,
but apparently
16 different
species have
been reported
in California.
Adult Trirhabda
beetles may
spend their
entire 90-day
Trirhabda Beetle
(Trirhabda luteocincta)
lifespan on an
Laurel Gifford
individual plant.
Females lay
multiple clutches of eggs on the host plant, and the insects
spend the winter maturing inside the eggs. Come February,
the eggs will begin to hatch and the larvae will feast on the
leaves until it is time to pupate (next stage of development.)
And eating is what these wee creatures do best. Trirhabda
beetles are known to be second largest among the
phytophagous (plant-eating) beetles, taking a back seat only
to the weevils. There are as many as 35,000 described species
and perhaps up to 60,000 total species. You’ll need a good eye,
and maybe a magnifying glass to see these insects, but if
you find a sagebrush plant and look closely you
might see the glinting sparkle of this beetle
when the sun hits it just right.
Birds are still migrating as their
internal clocks are telling
them it’s time to go. On
another recent field
trip, our interpretive
team drove to the
Ramona Valley for
Hawk Watch, an
educational
talk with
biologists and
wildlife experts
from the Wildlife Research Institute.
At this engaging presentation they
showcased the areas falcons

and raptors including the migratory Ferruginous Hawks
who arrive each year like clockwork around the beginning
of October (just like the Gray Whales who we begin seeing
annually just before Christmas.) These beautiful large hawks
with relatively long wings and large heads fly south during
the winter from their northern breeding territories to feed
on the abundant rabbits, ground squirrels, and pocket
gophers in our nearby grasslands and deserts. Also over
wintering in other western states and in northern Mexico,
the main concern about these federally listed Buteos (listed
as a Species of Management Concern) is that their habitat is
rapidly disappearing. Ferruginous Hawks are open-country
birds and the prairies and grasslands they inhabit are rapidly
disappearing. National Audubon refers to these birds as
“Climate Endangered” and using their climate model project
a “significant shift (only 6% remaining stable) and reduction
(by 84%) of summer climate space for this species.” These
projections may seem a bit unclear, but suffice it to say
that these birds, and many other species throughout the
country, including our local Allen’s Hummingbird, Osprey, and
California Brown Pelican are also threatened by climate change
throughout their range.
Unfortunately, climate change is still on the rise and affecting
countless organisms world-wide. Recently we
invited a volunteer with the Climate
Reality Project (Al Gore’s organization)
to join us for lunch and to share, what
turned out to be a gut punching
presentation: “What Does Climate
Change Mean for Southern California and
What Can We Do About it NOW.” According
to The Climate Reality Project, 97% of climate
scientists agree that human activity is driving the
crisis across the Earth and that carbon pollution
is the cause of extreme weather events like hotter
temperatures, stronger
Ferruginous Hawk
storms and rising seas,
(Buteo regalis)
which are throwing our
natural world out of
whack. Sometimes doom
and gloom is necessary
to push forth a critical
message and in this case the numerous
data, graphs and photographs of
cataclysmic events, both actual
and projected, were especially
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bleak. Nonetheless, activist Jonah Lipsitt, a PhD candidate in
Environmental Health Sciences at UCLA, was knowledgeable
and passionate about this global challenge and as any good
interpretive program should do, offered ways to help mitigate
the climate crisis and create a better future for the planet.
He highlighted solutions that are already underway such as
advancements in renewable energy like wind and solar, as
well as actions to create smart climate policies. Our goal was
to learn tools and techniques for speaking rationally with the
public about how ecosystems are being affected worldwide
from those of us who work in the field of wildlands and wildlife
management. To check out some great videos or learn more
about this activist organization click here.
And love is still “in the air” across the animal kingdom as
creatures everywhere are still “twitterpated.” As I finish this
letter it is the first day of spring, the season of re-birth and
renewal and for birds, mammals, amphibians, heck even
people, love reigns supreme. For the animals, it may not

Fuchsia-Flowered Gooseberry
(Ribes speciosumi)

be love per se, but rather the biological need to mate and
reproduce, and nothing can stop that innate biological clock.
Soon we will see little bunnies scampering on the trails, tiny
lizards darting under brush, and baby birds learning how to fly.
As Mindfulness teacher Mark Coleman wrote:

Nature teaches us simplicity and contentment,
because in its presence we realize we need
very little to be happy.
Through all this chaos, it is good to know we have a place
to rejuvenate. The coastal paths and beach areas at Crystal
Cove State Park are open (while practicing social distancing
of course,) and once the trails dry out, the backcountry will
presumably re-open as well. Stay healthy and safe.
See you in the park!
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